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Torah Stories 

For Tu b’Shevat 

 

Here are some stories that might prove an inspiring addition to your Tu b’Shevat programs. 

 

Rabbi Shimshon Rafael Hirsch teaches that Tu B'shvat is a strong example of how Judaism leads us in a 

paradigm shift away from the external and towards the internal.  

If one were asked to determine to which year a particular fruit should be assigned, the unthinking observer 

might assign the day of the blossoms finally emerging as fully ripened fruit as the correct date. Yet Judaism 

instructs us to "go after the budding"—we are expected to not be satisfied with the external appearance of the 

fruit, rather, we are to inquire about the time of budding and research the process which leads to the buds' first 

stirring within the tree.  

An external view, "understands only the spoken word, overt action, reward and punishment, praise and rebuke, 

good deeds and sin, virtue and crime.  

“God's Law, God's teachings and education seek the origin of deeds and words, the invisible germination of 

righteousness and iniquity." 

Based on: Hirsch, Samson Raphael, The Collected Writings: Volume II-The Jewish Year (Part Two) (New 

York: Philipp Feldheim, Inc., 1985), pg. 329 

*** 

Chapter 35 of the Book of Genesis describes Jacob's return from the house of Lavan to the Land of 

Canaan/Israel. All of chapter 36 is a list of Esau's descendents which sets the backdrop for the entire Joseph 

saga.  

In the list of chapter 36, there is a cryptic verse that warrants attention in the context of developing an 

environmental consciousness. Verse 20 states that, "These are the sons of Seir the Horite, dwellers of the land."  

One simple understanding is that the verse is teaching about the family of Seir that marries into the family of 

Esau, and they were already living in the land of Canaan. The Talmud however poses a strange question, and an 

even stranger answer. The questions is asked: 

What is the meaning of the verse, "These are the sons of Seir the Horite, dwellers of the land"? (Genesis 36:20) Would 

I have thought that they dwelled in the skies?!" 

 

And the answer is even more interesting: 
Rather, [it comes to teach that] they were experts in settling the land. They would say, 'Plant this measure of land with 

olive trees. Plant this measure of land with grape vines. Plant this measure of land with fig trees.' And [why is he 

called] 'Horite'? Because they would smell the land [and know what to plant where]. And 'Hivite'? Rav Papa said that 

they would taste the land like a snake [and know what to plant].   

(Masechet Shabbat 85a) 

We learn that a profound knowledge of the particular characteristics of each parcel of land comes with an 

intimate experience of it. The verse is praising the Horites for this sensitivity that they have. To be a real 

inhabitant means to have a deep and intimate physical connection to the land that is derived from direct 

experience.  

 



On Tu B'shvat we ask ourselves, "how much are we part of the Land? And how much is the Land a part of us?" 

If the Bible is teaching us that the family of Esau was in such a profound partnership with the land, how much 

more so should each of us develop our own personal and direct experience of the Land! 

 

***   

And when the sun became hot, it would melt- [The manna] that was left behind in the field turned into rivers, 

and deer and gazelle would drink from them, and the nations of the world would trap these animals, and would 

taste in them the taste of the manna, and they would know the praises of Israel. 

Rashi to Exodus 16:21 

Rashi explains that the manna did not just disappear after it was left behind; it had an effect on the water 

system.  In this case, the effect seemed to be a positive one, at least for the Jewish people. 

What we leave behind also does not disappear.  What kind of effect does it have on the water system and the 

animals and other people who rely on it? 

*** 

Rav Yisrael Salanter was always meticulous in his practices regarding hand washing. Once, when traveling, his 

students noticed that he took just the minimum of water to wash his hands. When questioned, he noted that the 

water he was using was carried on the back of the maid from the well at the bottom of the hill. He noted to his 

students – "One should not be Mehadrin (particularly exacting) on someone else's shoulders;" which is to say, 

that one should not be overzealous in a mitzvah when it requires someone else's toil. 

From: Sheinson, Ora, "The Halachos of Netilas Yadayim and Water Conservation" in Comependium of Sources 

in Halacha and the Environment (Jerusalem: Canfei Nesharim Publication, 2005) pg. 46 

What kind of toil does our water use entail today?  Who pays and who benefits?  When we consider the scarcity 

of water around the world, what should our responsibility be?   

It’s one thing to save water that’s being used for a mitzvah.  What about the egregious water use of ourselves 

and our society that has no holy purpose whatsoever?   

*** 

When the Bible is describing the creation of the world, on the second day, it does not write that, "it was good."  

Why?  Our Sages give a series of answers in Bereshit Rabbah (4:6).   

One of the answers is by Rebi Chanina who claims that on this day, the waters were separated. There was 

division introduced into the world, and not the same as dividing day and night. Rather, here was one unified 

entity—water—and now it has become two. For this he uses the term, makhloket (argument). Even though we 

have sources that praise makhloket in our tradition, we see that for Rebi Chanina, it is not the ideal state of 

being.  

Rebi Tavyomi goes on to add in the same midrash, "if a makhloket ('argument') that is for the establishment of 

the world and making it habitable does not say 'and it was good', all the more so [one that does not advance the 

world in a positive way]"!  Rebi Tavyomi is saying that argument is so damaging that it even reflects negatively 

on an action that is for the sake of establishing the world.  

It’s interesting that water is the background for this teaching. Water is one of the most flexible and pliable 

substances on earth. Water is the source of life. Water teaches us about humility and loving-kindness. When 

water is spurned or scorned, or simply wasted or mistreated, we violate all of the goodness that is possible with 

water.  

We should always check that our actions, even for the sake of the establishment of the world, are based in 

humility and lovingkindness. 

Compiled by Fivel Yedidya Glaser 


